This worksheet is usually not the same square footage that was calculated for the Planning Departments allowed lot coverage calculations.

The Building Department needs the **actual square footage being** built including all basements. Connected structures will be issued under one permit and each detached structure will require a separate permit.

**PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:**

**Name of Structure: _____________**

Conditioned space including basement as applicable (New): __________ S.F.

Conditioned space including basement as applicable (Remodel): __________ S.F.

Non-Conditioned space including basement as applicable (New or Remodel): __________ S.F.

Open trellis, decks and similar open structures (New or Remodel): __________ S.F.

**Name of Structure: _____________**

Conditioned space including basement as applicable (New): __________ S.F.

Conditioned space including basement as applicable (Remodel): __________ S.F.

Non-Conditioned space including basement as applicable (New or Remodel): __________ S.F.

Open trellis, decks and similar open structures (New or Remodel): __________ S.F.

**Name of Structure: _____________**

Conditioned space including basement as applicable (New): __________ S.F.

Conditioned space including basement as applicable (Remodel): __________ S.F.

Non-Conditioned space including basement as applicable (New or Remodel): __________ S.F.

Open trellis, decks and similar open structures (New or Remodel): __________ S.F.